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that is both critical to life ,and, in overabundance, can threaten life. eGRER's efforts
to keeping carbon·based compounds in balance and in their proper place,

"

-

mechamsms for producing
these complex molecules and
assuring that they could be

living creatures. Carbon's
ve'ry long chains and rings are

readily transferred from one
organism to another. Hence

the backbones of most
organic molecules. Break
living bodies of any sort into
organs, break the organs into

the significance of the carbon
cycle, which is diagrammed
in a simplified form in-Figure
1. Through this cycle, carbon

cells, and the cells into

(in the form of carbon

- molecules, look inside, and
you will find a string of

arbon, From the time when
the first living organisms
coalesced in a sea permeated
with long-chained molecules,
this element has been essential to life
on earth. Like water and oxygen, we
cannot live without it.

dioxide, or CO2) is pulled
from the atmosphere by

carbon atoms. If you could
somehow pull all·of these
ca(bon strings out of the

green plants, which ~ngage
the sun'~ energy to form the
long carbon chains (a process

organism, little would
remain of either the
organism's fqrm or function.

called photosynthesis). The
carbon chains, and the energy
they contain, are then handed

Bur carbon {llso flows

Rebalancing the
Carbon Cycle

'

Carbon's Importance anses
from its crucial provision of
both structure and energy to

from one creature to another

through organisms and, when
doing so, provides the energy
that allows them to laugh,
play, migrate, reproduce -

as a series of n;eals - from
corn to pig to human, from
grass to rabbit to decomposing fungi. Eventually, the

to perform virtually any ,
function that we associate

,molecules release their energy,
and break back down to

with being alive. This energy
comes stored in the molecular
bonds that hold the carbon

emit CO2 (a process called
respiration).The CO2 released into the

chains together. Think about
it. If you need an energy

atmosphere plays anNher
crucial role. CO2, with other

boos~t,you grab a carbohydrate-a food with quickly
digested arid readily available

greenhouse gases, provides an
insulating blanket that holds
in the sun's warmth and h,eats

carbon compounds:
Given the importante of
long-chained carbon-com-

the earth's surface to a
temperature that is hospitable to life - about 60°F

pounds, it was crucial that
living creatures developed

warmer than it would be
otherwise.

'The problem •••
The carbon cycle has
remained roughly in balance
rhrough the eons, with
carbon playing its multiple
roles in a healthy and
sustainable manner. But
beginning about 200 years
ago, the Industrial Revolution instigated a major shift
in the amount of carbon

The results of our fossil
fuel consumption have been
significant. Researchers

skyrocketing upward. The
United States releases about a

islands, worsen droughts and
rainstorms, and shift-climatic

quarter of the total annual

analyzing the content of tiny

CO2 generated, thus becoming by far the earth's major
CO2 producer.

and agricultural zones
northward, in addition to

air bubbles trapped within.
Antarctic ice cores have
discovered, that during thelast 160,000 years, at~ospheric CO2 has waxed and
waned, in general being
lower during cold periods

These skyrocketing 'C02
levels have become a major
concern because of their
potential link to warming
global temperatures. The

stored in various forms.
Society's conversion from an
agrarian to industrial state,
along with its transfer of
work frolf1muscle power to

C sequestered
in fossil fuels
(millions of
years ago)

diffuse CO2 from the. earth's
atmosphere~ Put another way,
how can the carbon cycle be
returned to a balanced state
that equates with long-term

fueling virtually every
,structure and activity that we

sustainability'
As overwh,elming as these

associate with modern life.

coupled with unavoidable
problems. One of these
problems derives from the
source of fossil fuels, which
were formed from plant
remains buried millions of
years ago: These fossil fuels
are, in essence, buried
treasures of energy-storing
carbon chains.. Burning the
fuels releases not only energy,
but also 'the CO2 that had
long ago been seq~estered il:l
these buried plants.

problem that strains the
limits of our sciemificunderstanding as well as our
'political and economic

how could anyone even
conceive of sifting inv.isible,

prod~ction and tran~port of
goods around'.the globe,

U nfortunate!y, the obvious
benefits of these fuels come

What can be done about
so massive ; proble~, ii'

them away from C02~
producing fossil fuels? And

abundan.t power sources.
Complex carbon-based
molecules - stored as fossil

natural gas have powered the

The world's response .•••

flexibility' How can one
transform the energy base of
the earth's societies, steering

machines, required cheap and

fuels - came' to the rescue.
Ever since, oil, coal, and

causing other significant
problems.

Figure 1. Carbon, for eons, has cycled repeatedly from the atmosphere through
photosynthesis into living organisms, and then (through respiration and decomposition)
bock .into the atmosphere. Through this cycle, the sun's energy is trapped and mode
available to living organisms. The carbon cycle was roughly balanced until about 200
years ago, when the massive burning of cool, oil, and,natural gas started to release
large quantities of carbon held in these fossil fuels into the atmosphere. Several of
CGRER'sresearch efforts have focused on mechanisms for reestablishing balance and
sustainability to this cycle.

and higher during warm
periods (see Figure 2) ..
However, because of the
massive release of CO2 from
fossil fuels, the rate of CO2
evolution has never been as
" high as it is today. In
addition, the total amount of
atmospheric CO2 has not
approached current levels
during the past 160,000
years. In the last 200 years,
atmospheric CO2 has risen
from 280 ppm to 360 ppm,
with today's growth curve

questions may seem, they
have formed the crux of
recent international climatechange discussions. The
United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate

earth's temperature has risen

Change grew oUf'of the
United Nations Conference
on Environment and Devel-

1°F in the last 100 years.
Climate models predict that a
continued rise in greenhouse

opment held in Rio de
Janeiro, 'Brazil, in 1992. In
all, 174 nations have rarified

gases will war~ ~he average
earth' temperature another 2
to 6.SoF in the coming 100

the Climate Chang~ Convention and thus have agreed to

years, with the:;most probable
estimate being 3.5 oF. The
warming would not be
uniform; some areas would be
hotter, some perhaps even
cooler. Such a temperature
rise would result in the
flooding of coastal areas and

-.

voluntary limjts to their
greenhouse gas emissions.
Last December, at a
follow-up meeting held in
Japan, the signatory n<).tions
agreed to the Kyoto Protocol,
which stipulates specific

Further Deciphering the Carbon Cycle •••
The complexities
, information

of carbon cycling are far-from ullderstood.

on where carb'on is stored, how it is released

what roles it plays ~n ecosystems.
the negative

features

suchJnformation

of.-this gr~enhouse

We need more basic

from organic tissues, and

will feed into attempts

to control

gas. Several CGRERmembers are wo.,king to

refine our knowledge of the flow of carbon in its various forms. Four examples follow.
Steve Heard (UI, Biology) has been studying. th~ breakdown

of dead leaves and other

organic material

in the ~elease of CO2, How

within streams,

much of this breakdown

a process that terminates

is due to the "shredders"

.

•

and "collectors,"

I

invertebrates

••

that

break leaves into small, and then smaller still, particles? While lhese two types of
invertebrates

(along with microorganisms)

,

are usually given credit for decomposing

'

"

-'

the majority c;»fstream debris, stelfe has shown that mechanical abrasl.on such as
grinding by st~nes is also cin important

contributor

George Malanlon (UI, Geography) has examin.d
treeline and determine~
- determine

to i~e breakdown, process.
the cyclin-g'of ~arbon at alpine

that the amount of carbon taken up by plants does not

.

the location /of treeline;

instead, its specifi~ location on any mountainside
,

seems to be related to factors such as seedling establishmen •• In ano,ther project, he
•

has determined

#

•

~

that plants growing along a river's edge take up more CO2 tlirough

photQsynthesis,. and also supply, ,more carbon to the adjacent river, than do plants in .
the interior of f1oodpla~n forests. These streamside
suppliers of c,arbon to'river invertebrates.
considerations

and total environmental

trees, or switchgrass

forests thus serv! as, an important

lastly, George has assisted with e,cological
impacts of the use of biomass (such as poplar

as described earlier) as.a fuel source in Iowa.

Jim Raich ,(lSU,Botany) has performed

evaluation,s of carbon accumulation and

cycling in fields of corn and soybeans,

in comparison with adjacent ~treamside

strips composed of differing ~ixtures

of trees, warm'sea~on

grasses.

grasses, and cool'season

He found that fine root density and biomass, rooting depth, soil respi~ation

rates, and th,us organic material cycling and carbon sequestration

were grealer

plantings of trees and grasses than in croplands of corn or soybeans.
Taking catbon considerations
t

buffer

,

••

in the

'

into another realm" Dave Forkenbrock (UI, Public

-

'f

Policy Center) recently published a monograph comparing the societal costs of trans'
porting freight by truck with costs of rail transport.

Comparing the CO2 emissions

of trucks with those of three types of freight trains, he calculated that emissions of
. trucks Were about 7 to 9 times greater

than those of trains for each ton·mile of

freight transported.

W~re the costs to society 'of CO2 and various air pollutants

from truck transport
would trillie.

included in-the user charges, the road use tax paid by truckers

.

-'

,

limits to greenhouse gas
emissi~ns from developed
nations. This ·Protocol is
significau'i: as the very first

perhaps most beneficial when'
directed toward topics where

agreement among the world's
nations to binding (rather

the need is great, the science
is inexact, and questions far

tha!1 voluntary) limitations
on their greenhouse gas
emiSSIOns.
Agreeing to'such limita-

outnumber answers. Understanding the intricacies of the
flow of carbon is one'such
topic. CGRER's researchers

tions is one thing. Implementing the limitations is

have for years been involved
in projects directed toward

quite another, and here comes
the rub. The Kyoto Protocol

better comprehending the
carbon cycle and returning it

addresses net greenhouse gas
emissions: it allows nations

to a balanced, sustainable
state. Current projects are
deScribed below.

to remain within their CO2
limits either. through
decreasing emissions or
through sequestering carbon
- pulling carbon from the
atmosphere and storing it in
terrestr·ial ecosystems.
However terrestrial ecosystems are active biological
systems with complex cycles
that are not easily deciphered. The soil, for example,
holds about twice as much
carbon as above-ground .
organisms, and the oceans of
the world store many tImes
more carbon. How can the
sequestering and release of
carbon from its multiple
sinks be accurately monitored
and pinned to political
boundaries' The world's
nations will be meeting
regularly for the indefinite

CGRER's involvement •• ~
Scientific research today is

Sequestering carbon •••
One CGRER project deals
with increasing the size of
the "Photosynthesis" arrow in
Figure 1. Newly planted
. buffer strips along roads and
streams, and native tree plots,
can be used to pull CO2 from
the atmosphere and sequester
the carbon within the soil
and living tissues of plants.
But exactly how much carbon
could such plantings
sequester'
To answer this question,
CGRER has been conducting
the Iowa Carbon Storage GIS
Mapping Project. This
project, which grew out of

future to discuss this difficult

CGRER's 1996 preparation
of the Iowa Greenhouse Gas
Action Plan, will produce
Iowa's first comprehensive

bookkeeping task, with the fir;t such meeting scheduled

quantification of carbon
storage ftom various forms of

for November 1998 in
Buenos Aires, A rgent'ina.

land use. The data collected
will provide baseline information for measuring future
carbon-storage gains and

Figure 2. Data fram tiny air bubbles trapped in an Antarctic ice care show that
atmosph.erit CO2 concentrations and temperatures from 160,000 years ago to preindustrial times are dosely correlated. CO2 concentrations in the last 100 years have
shot skyward and show no sign of slowing; the temperature during this period has
raised reF. At present, CO2 concentrations are inueasing 0.5% per year, or 1.5 ppm,
refleding an average of 3.4 gigatons (Gt) of net CO2 a((Umulation in the atmosphere
each year. The majority is a product of the approximately 6 Gt released annually from
fossil fuels and industrial activity, although some of this (1.6 Gt) reflects continued
destruction of the globe's forests.
(graph source: Climate Change, State of Knowledge. 10/97. Executive Office of the
President; Office of Science and Technology Policy, Washington D.C.)

losses, and also will.permit
reliable estimat"es of potential
carbon sequestration from
plantings ~ade in the future.
Data will be presented
through maps such as that
shown in Egure 3. - one of
the first ptoject outcomes.
This form of carbon
sequestering admittedly is a
short-term solution to the
problem. Any carbon tied up
in rapidly growing plants
will, when the plants die and
decay, be returned to ~he
atmosphere. However, young
rapid Iy-growing forests
pufling 'carbon from the
atmosphere constitute a

powerful mechanism for
tying up carbon for a few
decades, while we search for
longer term solutions such as
alternatives to fossil fuels.
Also, to the extent that trees
can be harvested and used as
feedstocks ~nd ;s biofuels to
,replace fossil fuel combustion, there is a net benefit to
the carbon balance.

.Analyzing Deregulation • ~~
The second CGRER
project is concerned with
decreasing the size of the
"Burning of Fossil F~els"
arrow-in Figure 1..- that is,
decreasing the release of CO2
through fossil fuel combustion. \:GRER,

through a

grant administered by the
Iowa Utilities Board, is analyzing the change in greenhouse gas emissions (includ- .
tng CO2) that would accompany a deregulation of the
I
electric power industry. First,
the emissions of every power
plant in Iowa had to be calculated - an analysis that
revealed that Iowa utilides as
a whole emitted over 27

coal-fired units (rather than

This trial-program,

primarily by the U,S. Depart-

the effects that deregulating
the energy industry will have

smaller, less.efficient units) to
meet this demand, efficiency
.(as measured by the pounds

on greenhouse gas emissions,
according to Iowa Utilities

of CO2 emitted per million
BTUs generated) will im-

growing plants that can be
used as fuel sources. Since any

Board market estimates. In a
deregulated market, customers will be able'to choose

prove. Nevertheless, total
emissions of CO2 in Iowa are

CO2 released by the combustion of these plants would
have been drawn from the

million tons of CO2 in 1996.
Now CGRER is predicting

their power company. Thus,
because power is relatively,
inexpensj've in Iowa, deregu·lation will increase the de- .
mand for Iowa's power. 'Preliminary results indicate that
deregulation of the electric
utilities market will provide
Iowa utilities with an incentive t6 increase production.
Because Iowa's utilities will
use relati."eiy efficient large

expected to increase because
of the increased power being
produced.
Growing Green Power ••
.A t~itd CGRER project,
the Biomass Power for Rural
De'velopment Program, is
A

attempting

to create an entire

new loop for the production
of energy, a closed loop that
provides for the trapping as
well as release of CO2,

funded

ment of Energy; proposes to
tie up CO2 in "biofuels," fast-

atmosphere quite recently,
the resulting energy would
be produced without any net
CO2 emissions. Actually,
biofuels
, do better than breaking even on CO2 emissions.
Because of the relatively
small amount of energy
needed to process biofuels,
ahd the ability of their roots
to store carbon in rhe-soil,
the use of biofuels leads to a

IOWA:~arbon i~ the first layer of soil
Figure 3. CGRER is helping to develop a
workable mechanism for pulling carbon
from the atmosphere and storing it
within living plant tissues and th,e soil.
The first step is to determine how much
carbon is already stored in Iowa. The
CGRER project will generate GIS maps •
such as this one, which shows that the
amount of carbon presently stored in
Iowa's soil varies from nearly none, up
to over 100 tons per acre in the rich
flatlands 'of the Des Moines Lobe.
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net reduction of atmospheric
CO2 relative to fossil fuel

and !ndustries work through
the details of implementing

combustion. Chariton Valley
Resource Conservation and
Development, Inc. plans to,

the Kyoto Protocol, energyproducing ~ations and
industries with higher-than-

establish switchgrass on

expecte~ releases of CO2 may
be required to purchase

40;000 acres of marginal,
. Conservation Reserve
Program-enrolled

cropland as

credits - permissions to
release CO2 - from produc-

an energy crop. This switchgrass is slated to be burned
with coal in an existing

ers (or nations) with lowerthan-expected release rates.

power plant, with the expec-

already sold on the-open

tation of its generating
35MW of power. CGRER's
role will be to develop the

market for S02, and are now
being, established for NOx.
Many consider it only a

estimates of net emissions of
CO2 (as well as other gases)
from the switchgrass growth;

matter of time before CO2
credits enter the marketplace.
Thus energy.efficiency itself

harvest, and combustion, and
to compare th~se data to
emissions data relating to

will become an economic
commodity, with efficient

coal mining, processing, and
.combustion.
Benefits to Iowans •••
All three of these projects
will help Iowans improve the
health of their environment,
and also will involve Iowans
in actions that address the
risks of global warming to
future generations.
CGRER's.projects also
pose economic advantages f~r
Iowans. The Biomass Power
Program, if successful, may
transform switchgrass and
other grasses into cash enetgy
crops that could generate
about $200 per acre annually.
In the existing project alone,
up to 500 local farmers will
have a chance to sell this new
cash crop to the cooperating
power plant.
In addition, in the future,
Iowa's 'economy on multiple
fronts may be boosted by the
creation of emission credits for
CO2, As governmental bodies

Such emission credits are

power plants gaining the
profits.
Credits in the future also
may be purchased from
individuals involved· in largescale CO2 sequestering
efforts: Iowa farmers would
be likely to gain here,
through entering set-aside
programs focused on a new
crop: tree plantings qr
permanent grasslands that
pull in and sequester atmospheric carbon. Thus, the
import and storage of carbon
may, in the future, join the
export of grains as one of
Iowa's chief agricultural
commodities. Tying economic incentives to the
production of pollutants is an
important first step toward
internalizing the total
environmental

cost of various

forms of consumption~

Expansion into Policy and
International Affairs ...
If efforts co rebalance the
carbon syele are co be
meaningful, they must be
integrated into governmental
polic~ and applied around the
globe. Greg Carmichael
(UI Dept. of Chemical and
Biochemical Engineering and
co-direeror of CGRER) has
been working coward that
end. His research focuses on
developing and applying
computer models that
address the long-range
tr.ansport and fate of air
pollutants and tr~ce gases
such as CO2, For the past
s,everal years, he has concen.trated on the magnification
of such pollutants by economic development in Asia.
Because of Asia's size,
vibrant economies, and large
population growth, CO2 and
pollutants from energy
consumption are high. Toral
energy-related carbon
emissions' in East Asia, for
example, hav~ been growing
by 4.5 %- a year c~mpared co a
world average of 0.6% a year.
These emissions'are expecte4

co continue to soar. Because
of their magnitude and
consequent effeers outside. the
region of origin, Asia's CO2
and air pollutants have
become an issue of worldwide
political mnsideration.
One recent expression of
the concern over this "globalization of pollution" was
Carmichael's invitation co be
one of two speakers at a
seminar hosted by the federal
government's U.S. Global

A Sustainable Carbon
Cyde·...
All complex carbon
compounds are tiny scorage
vaults for the sun's energy.
We know now that those
vaults can be opened co fuel a
forest or our own bodies, our
cars, our hospitals, and our
faccories. The trick is not
how to do so - it's how co
do so in a sustainable manner.
It's how co-maintain the
c.yeles so that carbon can

Cha!1ge Pcogram. He spoke
_on Capitol Hill in June to
about a hundred legislacors,

continue co provide bqlanced
services - as a global·'

embassy officials, congres- .
sionil staffers, administrators
of environmental groups, and
other such policy makers. His
. talk, "Development of Asian

as an energy source and structural building block for
life on earth. CGRER's .

Megacities: Environmental,
Economic, Social, and Health
Implications," educated
about a hundred Was~ingcon
decisioR makers and, by
doing so, will feed his
insights into the framing of
future discussions and
policies. Talks such as this
raise the consciousness of
policy makers to the need for
regional and international
co?peration in guiding the,
rapid development of a
continent whose environmental health and future- will
generate' worldwide repercussions.

temperature regulator as well

research is .direered coward
furtl1fr decipheriRg and
better tending the intricacies
of the carbon cyele so that the
earth's thin film of carbondependent life can continue
co flourish.

GRER has
welcomed five

Tom.Hasenberg, previously a research project

new members

manager at Hughes
Research Laboratory in
Malibu, CA, 'who works

to its ranks in
the last year.
Here's an

with semiconductor materials and devices, joined rhe

inttoduction to
them and to their work.
Bill Eichinger, a fotmer

UI's Departmen~ of Physics
and Astronomy in May of

research scientist at Los
Alamos National Laboratory,
came to the Iowa Institute of

1997. Tom came to CGRER
to connect wi th other
researchers who might need

Hydraulic Research and the
UI's Departl11ent of Civil and'

Bill Ei(hinger and his wife set up his Iidar
equipment.

Faculty Focus
Environmental

Engineering

in January, 1997. Eichinget, a
hydtometeorologist and
e~pe rimen tal ist ",studi es
atmospheric transport and
surface-atmosphere processes.
of diyerse atmospheric
variables, such as evapGrating
moisture, rainfall, air
pollutants, and even the
wind. His extremely precise
measurements are taken
using laser-based instruments, including laser-radar
instruments known as lidar.
These measurements allow
him to characterize the
• earth's surface and its impact

nent of toe large-scale _
weather and global change
story. His membership in
CGRER, he states, allows
him to relate his efforts to
those of multiple disciplines
investigating global atmospheric changes over extended time periods. By
dialoging wi~h others
concerned broadly with
gl6b~1 climate cha'nge, and
by discussing wid! them
wha't we don't know and
what we need to know, he
ensures that his work remains
in context and relevant.

on the atmosphere, the
• parti~ioning of solar energy'
into latent and sensible heit,
and the emission rates of a
variety of substances .into the

to use the products of his
research: the mid-wave
infrared lasers he and his
colleagues develop that can
detect, for example, minure
amounts of atmosph~ric
pollutants. Tom describes
himself as a practical- .
minded person who is
driven by applications. He
is most positive about the
potential uses of his sophisticated lasers in environmental monitoring devices
and medical diagnostics.
CGRER allows him
opportunities, to discuss the
former with researchers such
as Bill Eichinger. "The more
we realize the effects we
have had on-the natural
environment, the more we
will need to do. to address
those. effects," states Tom,

research into the fate and
_transfer of atmospheric
organic pollutants. Keri's
efforts' focus on persist'ent
agricultural and industrial
compounds such as PCBs,
DDT, atrazine, and
hexachlorobenzene, that are
fikely to circulate through
the atmosphere -for some time
following their release. Spe
monitors and analyzes the
transfer of such compounds
between various interfaces,
for example from the atmosphere to lakes, soil, or
vegetation. Keri was inter, ested in joining CGRER in
part because climate (and
thus climate change) influ-

lasers and other such devices
is the first step in the
process."

in a major way. In addition,
her research efforts - field
studies, performing analyses
for trace pollutants, and

New York at Buffalo before
transferring her allegiance to
.the UI's Department of
Civil and Environmental

atmosphere interactions on a
micro-scale, thus providing a .

Engineering in the fall of
1998. She states that she is
Tam Hasenberg grows a semitondudor
laser with the mole(ular beam
epita~y ma(hine.

becaus~ of the ex~elle~t
facilities she has for her

ences the circulation and
transfer of organic pollutants

is to improve theoretical
understanding of earth-'

detailed bur crucial compo-

and loves the state, but also

"and monitoring environmental changes with. Out

Keri Hornbuckle taught
at the State University .of

atmosphere - all of which
affect the weather. Bill's goal

delighted to be here, not only
because she is a native Iowan

modeling their transfer provide data that support, or
may be supported by, climate
and atmospheric circulation
models being used and
developed by other CGRER
researcbers.Keri hopes that
being a CGRER member will
magni(y'the impact of her

work by allowing
cation

communi-

a~d collaboration

other CGRER

with

members

She also examines
between

cover change

land use/

and global

interested

in atmospheric

change.

Although

processes,

and that through

research

involves

collaboration

her studies

have a greater

will

infl~ence

other scientists

on

and ,on poticy

makers,

important
include

came to the

UI Department
in the fall of
graduate

of Geography

1997

studies

from her

at Clark

her
field work,

toois of her trade
remote

computer
Hong

Hong Jiang

the links

regional

sensing,

modeling,

,

and GIS.

also teaches classes on

- GIS and remote

sensing,

as

well as on the human
dimensions

of global

change.

models from the global

to CGRER'

local level are crucial to

will provide

a

deciphering.gl.obal

for communicating

with others who are teaching

because,

about global

change -

change

performing

and

humans

relalled research,
interdiscipli-

, thing

gated

critical

regions

where enviro,nmental

change may be critical
health

of the global

ment.

More specifically,

has been studying

to the

environshe

land

soil erosion,

sandification

in the Ordos

Plateau,

Inner Mongolia,

China.

She asks how these

linked

changes

and

are

to their human
especially

and cultural

~hange: how the

environment

affects human
affected

social
both'

lif~ and is

by human

factors.

occurs on a local

Cooperative
Research

understanding

Institute

ing relationship

for

with

and regional
simulate

water resources, 'especially
relation

in

to high-elevation
Understand

snowpack-water

ing the

resource

relationship

is crucial to the

management

of the western

dam and reservoir

system.

Dave is attempting

to create

statistical

that translate

models

acroSs scales -

.that is, he wants to relate
large-scale

atmospheric
accurately,to

scale surface variables.

smallHis

is
in

our

of the changbetween

humans

and the earth.

CGRER

isa vehiclefo~

tion," Dave claims.

in the fall of

models

sense,.to

multidisciplinary

before he

He 'is concerned

variables

in doing research

at the

and Environmental

how well global
climate

for him to do. "The

was a '

came to the UI's Geography

1997.

was the natural

an integrated

of Colorado's

trustworthy

dimensions,
changing

University

snowpack.

degradation,

environmental

Scientist
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Impact at Home and
Abroad ...

What's Up at (GRER?
pcoming
Symposium ...
Do existing
ins-riturions
have the ability
to protect the
environment
and respond to th.e challenges
of climate change in order to
build i. s).lstainable wor~d?

I

How can Iowa protect both
its environment and its
economy' These are questions
to be addressed in an upcorn,ing program that CGRER is
h~lping to plan, titled
Taking On the Challenge of
Climate Change. The four-part

program, being sponsored by
the Iowa Division, Vniled
Nations Association-VSA, is
intended to explore the ri.sks,
challenges, and solutions
springing from climate

The effects of CGRER
members' research and
teaching continue to be felt
cloS<lro home and in distant

showcasing economic oppor~
. tunities that are associated
with energy efficiency.

locations. In one interesting
t~rn, for example, CGRER's
most distant member

The prograni will.consist
of three public educational

Konstantine Georgakako~
(Hydrologic Research

meetings to be l1eld in 1999
followed by a summary

Center and Scripps lnstitu-

session, a Des'Moines-Based
pubric hearing scheduled for

~ion of Oceanography) has
recently published a paper

November 6,1999. CGRER
is planning and hosting one of
the three educational meetings - Science and Climate

that shows a savings of :,
abour $4.5 rpillion in
maximum daily flood

Change -

damage if a full-forecast
Global Climate Model were

which will be held

on March 5, 1999,
in Iowa City. Science and
Climate Change is now

to be used by Saylorvi lie
Reservoir managers.
At the same time,

being planned by George
Malanson (VI, Geography

Gene Takle (Geological and
Atmospheric Sciences, ISV)

Dept.). Sessions of the day-

.is exporting his Global'
Change course to Latin

long symposium will cover
paleoenvironmental informa-

America. The compl\terization of this class was

tion; models and monitoring;
impacts of climate change on

repot:ted in 10 Watch three

change-~ased problems.
'Pro$ram objectives (ocus on
educating· the Iowa public
and inciudihg Iowa and its

agriculture, water Tesources,

years ago. At that time,

and vegetation~ and policy
issues. Findings in eac~ area
will be interpreted for the

residents in the global
dialogue on climate change.

Gene wasplacin?i his
classroom materials on the
ozone heile, tropical defores-

general public 9ther educational meetings, sponsored by
other institutions, are

The program is attempting to
move away from polarized
debate about climate change
issues by incl~ding the
concerns and ideas of all
sectors of society, inch:lding
ind.ividualresiderits as well as
industrialists, educators, and
other professionals, and by

Model UN Summit. on Climate
Change for Iowa Youth and
The Technology of Energy
Alternatives.

.efficiency and renewable

tation, change-related
population problems, and

energy in Iowa." The

like topics onto the Internet
so that students could
dis-cuss the issues electronically and perform interactive lab exercises. Gene's
class materials have proven
to be extremely attractive to
Internet users around the
globe: they have now b~en
accesseq by persons from
over 100 nations, with
accesses averaging over
2~000 per day and ranging

uP,to 9,000 per day. (Take a
look yourself ~ http://

Co-Directors
Gregory R. Carmichael
Jerald L. Schnoor

www.iitap.iastate.edu/gcp/
gcp.html.)

Executive Committee

Because of the apparent
need and interest for such
class materials, Gene, was
approached by the InterAme;ican Institute for Global Change Resea,rch to begin
translation of the class into
Spanish ~nd Portugue~e, This
effort not only will offer (via
computer) much-needed class
qJaterials to receptive teachers throughour the Americas;
it also will allo'w Iowa's stu-

Rich:zrd G. Baker, Geology
Garry R. Buettn;'" ESR Center
Robert Ettema, Civil &
Environmental Engineering
Luis Gonzalez, Geology
Vicki H. Grassian, Chemistry
Paul R. Greenough, History
Stephen D. Hendrix, Biol.ogicai
Sciences
Gregory A. Ludvigson, Geology
GeorgeM. Malanson,
Geography
David L.'McGinnis, Geography

Economics
Thomas F. Pogue
John L. Solow
Electron Spin Resonance
Facility
Garry R. Buettner
Geography
Marc P Armstrong
HongJiang
GeorgeM. Malanson
David L. McGinnis
Michael L. McNulty
;fad Mtttersbaugh
Clai,-e E. Pavlik
R. Rajagopal
RebeccaS. Roberts
Gerard Rushton

dents to dialogue electronically with students in other
countries, and will promote
international dialogues abour
global change 'among students
_ in many O,thercountries, thus
sensitizing them to the complex cultural issues-associated
with global change problems.
New Executive Committee
Members •••
CGRER welcomes the
following newly-elected
members to its Exe'curive
Committee for three-year
terms: Paul Greenough (UI,
History), Steve Hendrix (UI
Bi@logical Sciences), and
Dave McGinnis (UI, Geogra-

y

phy). Luis Gonzal~z was
reelected for a second term.
Ma~y thanks to outgoing
member Diana Horton for her
years of Exe~utive Committee
servICe.

Georgakakos, KP, er al; Augusr 1998;
Assessmenr of Benefirs of Climare
Forecasrs for Reservoir Managemenr
in rhe GClP Region, GEiVEX News
8(3),5-7

CGRERMembers

Physics & Astronomy
John D. Fix
Louis A. Frank
Donald A. Gurnett
Thomas C. Hasenberg
John S. Neff
Steven R. Spangler
Physiology & Biophysics
G. Edgar Folk,
Preventive Medicine &
Environmental Health
Burton c. Kross
Peter S. Thorne
0

Public Policy Center
David J. Forkenbrock
Statistics & Actuarial
Science
Dale L. Zi~zmerman
Urban & Regional Plal}ning
Cheryl K~ Co.ntant
Iowa State University

The University of Iowa

Anthropology
Michael S. Chibnik
Rmsell L. Ciochon·
Biological Sciences
Stephen B. Heard
Stephen D. Hendrix
Diana G. Horton
John D. Nason
Chemical.and Biochemical
Engineering
Gregory R. C:armichael
Chemistry
Vicki H. Grassian
Sarah C. Larsen
Jose/B. Simeonsson
Civil &. Environmental
Engineering
PedroJ. Alvarez
A. Allen Bradley
\¥Iilliam E. Eichinger
Robert Ettema
Keh C. Hornbuckle
\¥Iitold F. Krajewski
Lou Licht
\¥Iilfrid A. Nixon
A. Jacob Odgaard
Gene F. Parkin
Jerald L. Schnoor
Richard L. Valentine

Geology
Richard G. Baker'
E. A1"thll/:Bettis
Robert S. Carmichael
Lon D. Drake
. Luis Gonzalez
Gregory A. Ludvigson
Mark K. Reagan
Holmes A: Semken, Jr.
Frank H. \¥Ieirich
YOll-Kuan Zhang
History
Paul R. Greenough
Law

Burns H. Weston
Mathematics & Computer
Science
Florian A. Potm
Mechanical Engineering
Vc. Patd
Theodore F. Smith
Microbiology
Lacy Daniels

Animal Ecology
Diane M. Debinski
Botany
James W Raich
Geological & Atmospheric
Sciences
\¥Iilliam J. Gutowski
Eugene S. Takle
Hydrologic Research Center,
San Diego, CA

Konstantine P Georgakakos

The University of Iowa's, Cent,er for Global and Regional
Environmental Research (CGRER)promotes interdiscipli'nary
efforts that focus on the multiple aspects 'of global environ-,
mental change, including its regional effects on natural
ecosystems, environments, and resources, and on human
health, culture, and social systems. Center membership is
, composed of interested faculty members at any of Iowa's'
colleges and universities.
Center goals are promoted by encouraging interdisciplinary
research and dialogue among individuals wh,ose disciplines
touch upon any of the multifaceted aspects of global change.
More specifically, the Center awards seed grants, fosters
interdisciplina,ry courses, provid,es state-of·the-art
research
facilities and equipment, and holds seminars and symposia.
The Center encourages students to broaden their studies and '
'research through considering the multi-disciplinary aspects of
global and regional environmental problems. Through such
activi,ies, th,e Center attempts to assis't Iowa's agencies,
indust,ries, and citizens as they prepare for acullerated
environmental change that may accompany modern
technologies.
Housed in the Iowa Advanced Technology Laboratory at
The University of Iowa, the Center was established by the
State Board of Regents in 1990 and received funding from a
public utility trust fund, as mandated by' the State of Iowa's
Energy Efficiency Act.
,
10WATCHis published biannually for researchers, employees
of state agencies and public utilities, members of citiZen action
groups, and'other Midwesterners interested in environmental
change and the actions of the Center. Newsletter articles may
be reprinted with proper cifation.Comments,
questions, and
requests for additional copies are welcomed; please contact:
Jane ~rank, Admin. Asst~
CG,ER
The University of Iowa, 2041ATL
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
319-335-3333
fAX 319-335-3337
,jfrank@cgrer.uiowa.edu
http://www.cgrer.uiowa.edu/
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